
 

YES! RESOURCE KITS AVAILABLE FOR LOAN 
YES! has a wide variety of resources available to assist your team in educating the 

community, completing projects, and tabling at events.  Contact your coordinator today if 
you are interested in checking an item out!  

 

HORIZONTAL BANNER  
 

 
 

For use at outdoor or indoor 
events 

1 AVAILABLE 

VERTICAL SCROLL BANNER  
 

 

For use at indoor events only 3 AVAILABLE 

POWER COST MONITOR 

 
 
 

This monitor displays the 
current and total electrical 
usage in dollars and 
kilowatt-hours for one 
building.  Included: display 
unit, sensor unit, and CD-
ROM 
 

2 AVAILABLE 



 
HUMAN POWER GENERATOR 

 

This demonstrates how 
much physical energy is 
required to produce enough 
power to light a 50 watt 
incandescent bulb versus a 
15 watt CFL bulb.  

1 

GENERATOR 

AND LIGHT 

BOX 

AVAILABLE 

KILL-A-WATT METER 

 

Displays energy 
consumption of any 
standard-outlet appliance 

1 AVAILABLE 

CONSUMER GUIDE TO HOME ENERGY SAVINGS, 9TH 

EDITION 

 

Valuable resource to share 
with homeowners in town 
while performing energy 
audits. Chapters include 
information on electronics, 
lighting, heating, cooling, 
ventilation, kitchen, and 
laundry  

2 AVAILABLE 

HAND-HELD WIND ANEMOMETER 

 

Mounted with an easy-to-
use speedometer, students 
of all ages can experiment 
with wind speeds in different 
locations.  Great for 
positioning wind turbines or 
simply realizing the power of 
the wind! 

2 AVAILABLE 



 
KIDWIND’S ADAPTABLE LEARNING WIND TURBINE 

 

Students of all ages can 
experiment with this small-
scale wind turbine to better 
understand how to capture 
the power of the wind.  Kit 
includes: several 
components to experiment 
with blade shape, size, and 
pitch, as well as with 
different loads (mini-fan, 
pump, lift, light bulbs). 

6 AVAILABLE 

SOLAR PATH FINDER 
 

This simple, ingenious device 
allows you to determine the 
solar potential of a particular 
location—even on a cloudy 
day!  Use the solar path 
finder to position solar 
panels or study the sun’s 
rays and angles.   

2 AVAILABLE 

SOLAR OVEN 
 
 

Demonstrate the power of 
the sun by cooking a 
delicious meal or snack 
without electricity or fossil 
fuels.  Kit includes: a 
reflector box, pan, 
thermometer, cooking bags, 
and instructions. 

1 AVAILABLE 

THE SPORT SOLAR OVEN 

 

Demonstrate the power of 
the sun by cooking a 
delicious meal or snack 
without electricity or fossil 
fuels.  Kit includes: Sport 
Solar Oven, 2 3.4Qt. black 
enameled pots with lids, 1 
thermometer with F & C 
scales, instruction manual 
with recipes, and 1 Water 
Pasteurization Indicator that 
confirms when water is safe 
to drink. 

2 AVAILABLE 

 


